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DETERMINATION OF US FLAG NON-AVAILABILITY (DNA) 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 

 Who submits the DNA request form to the Maritime Administration (MARAD)? A 

federal agency is the only official entity that may submit the DNA request. MARAD allows 

the Transportation Service Provider (TSP) to submit the form, but the agency must be 

copied on the email and must reply to all parties copied on the email with their agreement.   

 

 Do the TSPs have to wait until they have the actual shipment weight to submit the 

DNA request to MARAD? No, the TSP may enter an estimated weight when completing 

the DNA request form. TSPs should email MARAD with final details once known. For any 

data field where an estimate is provided in the DNA request or the information changes from 

the time of the request, the TSP should email MARAD with the final details.  

 

 How far in advance of the move must the TSP submit the DNA request to MARAD? 

MARAD asks the TSP to submit the DNA request at least 10 business days prior to the date 

the ocean carrier will leave the port.  

 

 How long is MARAD’s approved DNA valid? The approval is good for 30 days. After 30 

days, you must submit a new request. 

 

 What if something changes between the time the request was submitted and the time 

the ocean carrier leaves the port? The TSP must notify MARAD of any changes by email.  

 

 What supporting documents must be submitted with the DNA request form? The TSP 

must attach communication it had with US Flag desks of the ocean carriers, including ship 

availability. If an ocean carrier does not respond to a request, then that should be noted too.  

 



 How long must a TSP wait for a response from ocean carrier(s) before submitting the 

request to MARAD? MARAD expects ocean carriers to respond within two to three 

business days. When the TSP submits the DNA request, it must include its email 

communication with the ocean carriers to show the date of the inquiry. 

 

 What if the agency uses a Relocation Services Company (RSC) to manage a move? 

The agency should instruct the RSC about handling the DNA request and communication. 

The agency is the only official entity allowed to make the DNA request, and it must be 

copied on the communication and agree to the request. 

 

 Should TSPs submit DNA requests to MARAD for shipments moving by air 

(Unaccompanied Baggage)? No, the agency procuring the service is responsible for 

determining any exceptions to the use of US flag air carriers. Fly America Act 49 US Code 

40118 requires use of US flag air carriers to transport cargo when it is funded by the US 

Government. 

 

 

 

 

 


